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South African Renewable Energy Facilities

• Grid capacity allocated to
Renewable Energy sites
• Wind IPP’s ECape,
NCape, WCape
• No modern bulk energy
storage
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RSA Wind 2019
• Supply MWh energy, not
controlled MW capacity
• “Density” feeling of more
production in summer
months, also wind winter
areas
• Variability over time – free
access to grid

Not at full MW

• Installed >1800 MW
• Various <100 MW gen

• Load requires more
control and certainty
• Coal, Gas, Hydro used
• Energy storage in future
to support grid operations
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Not zero MW

Selected IPP’s average daily Wind for 2019
• Ave of 1x PV production shown as reference for sunshine hours
• Higher average wind production in afternoon
• Coastal earlier average peak verses Inland with later average peak production
• West Coast higher production in summer months with sea-land thermal wind behaviour, versus
other more in winter.

MW
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Wind MEC Utilisation & Capacity Factor

• Wind 2014-2016 per IPP
(groups of 6)

?

• Gaps = no production for year
•

?Data

concerns mostly resolved?

• Maximum MEC well utilised

• Annual Capacity Factors varies per
IPP and across projects.
• Capacity Factor depends on:
Air density
Rotor area vs generator size
Wind resource in area
Wind turbine technology
Site optimisation
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?

Wind annual production (LH Sorted)
• Wind annual increase in production as projects are completed
• 2018-2019 same installed capacity – similar production per annum
• ~60% of time <40% of installed capacity utilised

Energy Storage
“Shift energy”
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E-Storage Maturity level (2016)

Electrical Storage
Time Scale
Short
BESS

Medium
Long

Expected shift to 2020
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World Energy Council 2016

Speaking the Network Planning language:
Where can we use BESS to leverage better use of existing assets?
Already thermally constrained
networks

• Allow for small amounts of load growth by
peak shaving, if there is sufficient “low load” to
allow charging
Medium

Networks which are forecast to
experience thermal overloading

• Defer need for capital expenditure on
strengthening by peak shaving, if growth rate
is low

Networks which are already or are
forecast to become unfirm

• Defer need for capital expenditure on reliability
by peak shaving

2-4 hours
Peaky loads which are highly
coincident causing upstream
constraints for limited periods
Networks with combination of
agricultural and residential loads

• Improve asset utilisation and defer need for
strengthening by load levelling
• Provide extension to the usefulness of RE, to
cover the evening peak
Short

Weak networks which experience
large voltage swings due to cyclical
load or fluctuating generation

• Improve quality of supply and reduce losses
by load levelling

Networks with inadequate voltage
regulation

• Provide VAR support (cap. or ind.) to bring
voltages within acceptable range
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minutes

The sales pitch for utility scale battery storage
Industry use cases

Source: http://www.futureenergy.net.in/bess.php
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A summary of the Planning Methodology
that was deployed

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Step 4

Step 5

• Data collection and review
• Data collection
• Data verification & cleaning
• Local network constraint studies & use case selection
• Determine local network constraints.
• Identification of the BESS use case(s).

• Preliminary BESS size need identification & load flow studies
• Establish BESS location and adequate BESS capacity (MW & MWh) to achieve the best benefit for the identified use
case(s) based on physical space and local network constraints.
• Conduct power evacuation, rapid voltage change, load rejection tests, fault level studies and charging requirements
to ensure technical compliance of the BESS.

• BESS Storage Model
• Testing of the adequacy of the established storage size.
• Modelling of the storage operating scenarios (charge/discharge times).
• Modelling of the storage characteristics (degradation factors such as efficiencies and auxilliary supplies, cycle life
etc.)
• Storage parameters and BESS output profile.
• Duty cycle for the BESS for a complete year as per the use case(s).

• Power system analysis of the BESS model
• Analysis of the outputs from the BESS storage model in the power system simulation tool to determine the effect
of the BESS and its technical compliance from a voltage and thermal perspective.
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Establishing the correct BESS Size and Capacity ?
The following elements were considered during the evaluation phase…
 Local and Regional network constraints impacted by the substation
 Physical space constraints within the substation (A maximum of e.g. 15 standard
containers could fit into the substation (2 MWh module = 12 m x 2.5 m shipping container)
 Technical Compliance Load Flow Studies (Voltage limits, Thermal limits (line and
transformer), Rapid voltage change, Load rejection & Fault Current contribution)

 Environmental considerations
 Future & Strategic Planning requirements at the substation
 Physical site access
 Security and safety concerns

• The model accounted for linear battery degradation due to cycling throughput,
ancillary service use (when applied), and calendar degradation.
• The model assumed the round trip efficiency to be 85%.
•

The auxiliary load of the BESS was taken to be 0.5% of rated power.
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Eskom Skaapvlei BESS

Primary Use Case: Energy Services and Ancillary Services support…
• Connected to the SERE Windfarm: Eskom owned and operated
• Proposed BESS: 80 MW with a 320 MWh capacity
• RFP is being evaluated (closed end September 2020, for completion by end 2021)
For this scenario, the BESS has, in addition to the 4 hour discharge window in the
evening, a 1 hour discharge period in the morning. (AS impact not shown)
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Site 2 BESS investigation
Primary Use Case: Energy Services, Peak Shaving
and Ancillary Services support

Ability to participate in primary
frequency response

Windfarms in the area
Proposed BESS: 35 MW with a 140 MWh capacity
•

Duty Cycle to reflect specific network
conditions.

•

Congestion relief and curtailment options to
be included in the design of the unit.
Sizing of BESS on selected network

Ability to participate in AGC and
take part in frequency regulation
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Site 3 BESS investigation
Primary Use Case: Local Load Shaving and grid capex
deferment
Proposed BESS: 8MW with a 32 MWh capacity – at a 20 MVA transformer
Forecasted load with No BESS
2018 Daily Load profile
+10 Year Load Forecast

Forecasted load with BESS installed
Notice change in load
profile for charge &
discharge periods
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Some lessons learnt…
• BESS is more geared towards HV integration - Integrating at MV level is
challenging, due to network strength, network reliability, demand variation
and network capacity (for both absorbing and evacuating power).
• BESS Use Cases – Voltage support is not a promising use case. Peak
shaving, local load shaving, energy arbitrage and ancillary services are
promising use cases.
• Data requirements for analysis – The dataset requirements for analysis
have increased significantly. Temporal studies are required, which requires
large datasets, resulting in increased data engineering.

• BESS analysis complexities – Factoring temporal intrinsic characteristics
of a BESS such as degradation, State of Charge etc. into studies makes the
analysis complex. Reverse power flows in meshed networks including
varying renewable generation patterns also adds to the complexity of the
studies.
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Thank You

